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C] Is Not Algebrαizαble

R. A. LEWIN, I. F. MIKENBERG, M. G. SCHWARZE*

Abstract The purpose of this brief note is to give a very short proof of a
fact, first proved by Mortensen, that illustrates the strength of the theory of
algebraizability of deductive systems developed by Blok and Pigozzi. We
build a small matrix model of C\ for which the Leibniz operator is not 1-1.

In [3], da Costa introduces a family of paraconsistent deductive systems Cn,
n = 1,2,3,... among other things he raises the question of algebraizability of
these systems.

In [4] Mortensen proves that the paraconsistent deductive systems Cn are not
algebraizable by showing that in the absolutely free formula algebra for Cx there
is no nontrivial congruence compatible with the set of theorems of the system.
Since Mortensen gives no formal definition of algebraizability and a related the-
ory of algebraizability, his proof is long and somewhat complicated.

Blok and Pigozzi develop such a theory in [1] using a generalization of the
usual Lindenbaum-Tarski algebraization process. The reader is referred to that
paper, especially Chapter 5, for the justification of our proof. The idea is very
simple, it is proven (see Theorem 5.1) that if a deductive system is algebraiza-
ble and d = <v4,33> is a matrix model, then there is an isomorphism between the
lattice of filters of d and the lattice of congruences of Q. Moreover, this isomor-
phism is given by the function which assigns to each filter F t h e largest compat-
ible congruence, that is, the largest congruence θ such that if aθb and a E F, then
b G f . Thus, in order to prove nonalgebraizability of a system, it is enough to
find a matrix model in which this function, called the Leibniz operator, is not
an isomorphism.

In Blok and Pigozzi [2], the question of the existence of a small matrix model
for the system Ci9 in which the Leibniz operator is not an isomorphism, is
posed. We answer this question affirmatively, thus proving the nonalgebraiza-
bility of Cγ. Obviously, since the system Cx is an extension of the systems Cni

n = 1,2,3,..., none of these are algebraizable.
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The system The system CΊ has the following axioms and rules, where x°
stands for ->(Λ:Λ -IX).

Al x-+(y->x)

A2 (x^y)^((x^(y^z))^(x-+z))

A3 * * ± *
y

A4 (xΛy)->x
A5 (xΛy)-+y
A6 x^>(y->(xΛy))
A7 x-+(xvy)
A8 j>->(xv.y)

A9 (*-z)-(θ,-z)->((*v.κ)->z))
A 1 0 JC v -ijc

A l l -l—ijc—• JC

A12 y>->((*->j,)-((*-*-y)->-*))
A13 ( X O Λ J O ) - > ( X Λ ^ ) 0

A14 (ΛΓ O Λ^°)-^(Λ:VJ) 0

A15 (ΛΓ O Λ^°)-^(Λ:-^J) 0 .

The example Consider the matrix 04,3D) where A is the algebra (A;V,Λ,

->, -i, 0,1 > with domeiin A = {0, α, 6,1, u}, underlying lattice C4 v, Λ > as depicted
in Figure 1,3D = {w, 1} are the designated elements and the operations -> and -ι
are defined in the tables below.

Figure 1.

- > w l α & 0 - ! J t - i - ι * x° = -i (x Λ —IJC)

u u u a b 0 1 0 0

1 u 1 0 6 0 0 1 1

a u 1 1 b b b a 1

b u \ a \ a a b 1

0 u 1 1 1 1 1 0 1

Remark Notice that the sublattice B = {0, a, b91) with -i as a complement is
a Boolean algebra and for these elements, x-*y — ~~iχvy.
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We first have to check that this is a matrix model of C\. This is not difficult.
Observe that the partition {0),{tf},{6},{l, w) of^4 isa<v,Λ,->,0, l>-congruence
and that the corresponding quotient is a Heyting algebra. This takes care of Ax-
ioms 1 to 9. Axioms 10, 11, 13, 14, and 15 are immediate. The reader can eas-
ily check that Axiom 12 is also valid.

Next observe that there are no nontrivial congruences. Let 0 be a congruence.

If uθx, xΦu, then 0 = -ι-ii*0-i-ut = x, so uθO and 0 = V.
If \θx, x Φ u, 1, then u = u -> \θu -> x = x, so W0Λ: and 0 = V.
If

#06, then 106, so 0 = V

000, then 601, so 0 = V

600, then #01, so 0 = V.

So either 0 = V or 0 = Δ.
Finally, just check that Fx = {α,l, u] and F 2 = {6,1, w) are filters, and the

largest compatible congruence with both of them is Δ.
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